Fire Station
ELE400141

Item no. ELE400141-3717BL
General Product Information
Dimensions LxWxH

424x514x298 cm

Age group

2+

Play capacity (users)

21

Colour options

The Fire Station has a variety of play
opportunities that will attract children to stay
and play,enhancing their development and
health. There are great opportunities for
physical, social, cognitive and creative play.
Social spaces such as the desk enhance and
extend the play by providing places for children
to gather and plan their play. The boarding net
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supports physical strength via climbing as well
as proprioception and spatial awareness, both
important skills that also strengthen cognitive
development and thinking skills. Details such as
the binoculars, megaphone, water dispenser
and the sand wheel support open-ended play
and longer playtimes. The slide is a thrilling
reward for a climb to the top and also supports
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physical development by helping children to
strengthen their trunk muscles while gaining
balancing skills.

Data is sub ject to change without prior notice.
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Item no. ELE400141-3717BL
Installation Information
Max. fall height

120 cm

Safety surfacing area
Numbers of installers
(persons)
Total installation time

35,7 m2

Excavation volume

0,53 m3

Concrete volume

0,00 m3

2
28.4

Footing depth (standard)
Main posts of 4'' pre-galvanised inside and
outside steel pipe with outer layer of 3mm thick
PUR rubber. The PUR rubber is moulded
directly on to the steel pipe to secure perfect
adhesion for long lasting durability in all
climates.

Curved and straight panels are moulded of UV
stabilised PE. The panels have multiple in-build
play features that also ensures a strong panel
solution. Other panels are made of KOMPAN
19mm PE EcoCore™ which is a highly durable,
eco-friendly and recyclable material.

Panels and play activities are attached to the
posts by pressure moulded lead free aluminium
connectors with sealed bolt heads. The
connectors are fastened to the post by a
stainless steel strap and tightened by Loctite
secured steel bolts.

Shipment weight
Anchoring options
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a

Surface

a

5 years
10 years

HPL decks

10 years

Spare parts guaranteed

Climbing nets are made of UV-stabilised PP
rope with inner steel cable reinforcement. The
rope is induction treated to obtain maximum
fixation between steel and rope which provides
excellent wear and tear resistance. All rope
connectors are made of 100% recyclable PA
material.

746 kg
In-ground

Warranty Information
Curved panels
Post
Ropes & nets

The slide is made of combined EcoCore™ sides
and stainless steel slide bed t=2mm.

90 cm

5 years
10 years

All decks are supported by unique designed
aluminium profiles with multiple attachment
options by usage of pressure moulded
aluminium connectors. The HPL decks with a
thickness of 17,8 mm with a very high wearing
strength and a unique KOMPAN non skid
surface texture.
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